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Bastion of Britishness 
Claridge’s has opened 

its doors to a special 
relationship with 

American bar royalty 
Leo Robitschek 

and Pietro Collina. 
Hamish Smith 

caught up with the 
Nomad duo on the 

eve of their opening

NEW 
YAWK 
BOYZ!
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In the not-too-distant past, it 
would have been unthinkable to 
make a scene at Claridge’s. 
Halting traffic at its famous 
entrance, shenanigans in its foyer, 
mischief in its tea room – 

throughout the Class shoot, Claridge’s 
didn’t blink. But then, a few years ago it 
probably wouldn’t have hired a New York 
chef and his bartenders to take over its 
hotel restaurant. It probably wouldn’t 
have heeded the demands for the space to 
have a brand new bar. And it’s unlikely it 
would have given them free rein to run 
their site how they wanted.  

Informal luxury is the New York  
way, but actually, if you hadn’t noticed,  
it’s fast becoming the way of London’s 
five-star hotels. No jacket? No worries. 
Trainers? Whatever makes you 
comfortable. Tracksuits? Be my guest.  
If this has been a quiet revolution, 
bringing the team from 11 Madison Park 
and Nomad Hotel to Claridge’s is certainly 
a statement of intent.

Opened the day this magazine’s pages 
met ink, the new Claridge’s restaurant  
bar, Davies & Brook, opened its doors. It 
takes its name from the streets it 
straddles. If Claridge’s wasn’t signpost 
enough, “the corner of Davies and Brook”, 
said in the best American accent, takes 
you directly there. Expect some interest. 
The arrival of celebrated chef Daniel 
Humm’s first restaurant in London has 
had the foodies purring. You have your 
stars, we have ours: enter Leo Robitschek 
and Pietro Collina – the minds behind 
Humm’s bars.

If you didn’t know, these are the guys 
who made the Nomad Bar the best hotel 
bar in the US and a regular in the top five 
of The World’s 50 Best Bars. They also 
transformed the restaurant bar scene 
with their culinary, seasonal drinks at  
11 Madison Park. Between then, they  
have a quarter of a century with the 
group, so, in other words, credentials  
by the crate load. But this – said in the 
snootiest Queen’s English – is London,  
the global HQ of hotel bars.

“It’s exciting – and daunting,” says 
Robitschek. “We’re not going to do what 
London does, we’re going to do what we 
do and hope people embrace it. I’ve 
always been in awe of the hotel bars here. 
When I came to London, I thought: ‘Wow.’ 

At Artesian, I saw the juxtaposition 
between the super-fine and the super-
cheeky. You have incredible cocktail 
experiences here.”

They’ve certainly had enough time to 
plan. “It’s been quite a few years in the 
works,” says Robitschek. “Claridge’s 
approached Daniel when we were opening 
Nomad LA – the timing wasn’t amazing. 
For Daniel it was a huge thing but we had 
to sadly turn it down. We’ve been trying 
to do a project in London for six years. 
After Nomad NYC, we knew London 
would be the next city. When we got the 
opportunity again it was amazing. Daniel 
actually started work at Clardige’s as an 
intern when he was 15.”

Phased rollout
When it rains it pours – especially in 
London. The Claridge’s project is only 
phase one of the team’s roll-out. Next 
summer comes a hotel of their own – this 
time in Covent Garden. But more on 
Nomad later. Davies & Brook at Claridge’s 
is actually more akin to their work at 11 
Madison Park – yes it’s in a hotel but it’s a 
restaurant bar more than a hotel bar. That 
means a culinary approach, working 
hand-in-hand with the kitchen – a way of 
operating trailblazed for more than a 
decade by the pair. “In 2006, Daniel sat me 
down and said: ‘I want to make 11 Madison 
Park one of the best bars in the world,’” 
says Robitschek. “For us that was crazy. In 
New York fine dining and cocktails weren’t 
synonymous at that time. He thought if we 
wanted to have the best restaurant, we not 
only had to have the best food, service and 
wine but the best cocktails too. The 
majority of three-Michelin starred 
restaurants in the US still don’t even have 
bars. When we were trying to achieve 
three stars, people were telling us: ‘You 
have to get rid of the bar.’ They said the 
bar made too much noise.”

That’s a big change. In its previous 
capacity, the space Davies & Brook fills 
was held by Simon Rogan’s Fera – a 
Michelin restaurant, but without a proper 
bar. Not so much of a problem with the 
hotel’s Claridge’s Bar on site. But Humm’s 
restaurants have to have bars. “We 
believe the energy of the bar brings life to 
the restaurant,” says Robitschek. “We 
want to be technically perfect but at the 
same time be fun and accessible. So that 

“We’re not 
going to do 
what London 
does, we’re 
going to do 
what we do and 
hope people 
embrace it”

Robitschek and Collina 
learn the British way to 
drink tea
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means we want a loud, boisterous bar and 
we want our bartenders and servers to 
have personality.”

But the relationship doesn’t end there. 
The cocktail menu at Davies & Brook is 
ingredient-centric in the way the kitchen 
is. “There are no walls in the restaurant – 
we don’t speak of back of house and 
front,” says Robitschek. “Everyone works 
with synergy and respect – we do half our 
work in the kitchen.” 

“The programme is only as good as 
your prep,” says Collina. “Having the 
kitchen and three-Michelin starred chefs 
just a minute away changes your entire 
programme, your perception of 
seasonality and creativity change.”

Robitschek adds: “As the restaurant, 
the bar will be inspired by London,  
by its diversity and produce. It’ll  
be seasonal, with the menu changing  
four times a year. There will be singular 
ingredient-based drinks – such as celery, 
or apple, or seaweed. There’ll be classics 
too but we do them a bit different to 
everyone else. I wasn’t part of the  
Dick Bradsell school, the Julie Reiner 
school, the Sasha Petraske school.  
I’m more self-taught.”

The drinks may be complex but not to 
the drinker. “We are trying to simplify 
things,” says Collina. “There is so much 
storytelling around cocktails – we just 
want people to enjoy the company they’re 
in, not have to have the menu explained 
for five minutes when they only want a 
Martini. It can be tedious. So, we’re 
looking at the way we describe cocktails. 
The bartender or server is the translator 
– the person who makes you feel safe to 
order a cocktail even if you know nothing 
about it. Cocktails will be named after the 
principle ingredient then the style of 
drink – so the Avocado Sour or Honey 
Cobbler. The description will only 
describe the flavours of the drinks rather 
than all the ingredients.”

Nomad London
Next August, Nomad London will launch in 
Covent Garden in the former Bow Street 
Magistrates’ building opposite the Royal 
Opera House. Works have been in progress 
for two years. “It was originally a court 
house, police station and jail,” says 
Robitschek. “Part of [the deal for] us 
getting the building is that we have to make 

a police museum. It’s really cool. The 
building’s history started during the gin 
craze. They built it to try gin-related crimes 
and crimes of indecency. Everyone from 
Casanova to Oscar Wilde to Pinochet was 
arrested there.” So, history to be harnessed. 
“That’s the beautiful thing about being in 
London,” says Collina. “There’s so much to 
inspire you. That’s what we did in Nomad 
New York – Harry Johnston and Jerry 
Thomas bartended nearby.”

So, with two hotel/restaurant bars 
launching in London in the space of a year, 
how will they differ? “They’ll be very 
different,” says Robitschek. “Davies & 
Brook will be smaller and more kitchen-
centric and Nomad will have a similar 
aesthetic to Nomad New York, with a wide 
selection – Nomad classics and sharing 
cocktails. We have more crowd-pleasers 
and guilty pleasure cocktails at Nomad. 
Take the Blue Hawaiian – a cocktail I grew 
up making in Miami. Such a shit cocktail 
but we do our version. Or our variation on 
the Amaretto Sour with really good-quality 
ingredients. Normally you wouldn’t order 
these, but seeing them with really good-
quality ingredients means people can 
indulge in these guilty pleasures.”

For Robitschek, London is a “second 
home” having visited regularly over the 
years. While he won’t be stationed in 
London permanently, he’ll be no stranger 
to the capital over the next year. Collina 
will be the group’s man on the ground – 
or, more formally, European bar director. 
He’s a New Yorker who’s actually Italian 
– his family live in Rome. “London’s my 
new home – I’ve been here since April,” he 
says. “I thought it could be difficult – the 
intimidation of moving to London – but 
everyone’s been so nice. I’ve been out 
with Declan McGurk from the Savoy, Ago 
Perrone and Giorgio Bargiani from the 
Connaught, Marcis Dzelzainis from Fare…
the nicest people in the world; they’ve 
helped me a lot.”

So, New York vibes in London 
surrounds is sounding like a match. 
“Claridge’s is super-excited about the 
different type of clientele that’ll be coming 
in,” says Collina. “They want to see an 
evolution. Claridge’s and Nomad are very 
different but we have the same sense of 
the importance of hospitality. Whether 
guests are in an Armani suit or a tracksuit, 
they’ll feel comfortable with us.”  

“Having the 
kitchen and 
three-Michelin 
starred chefs 
just a minute 
away changes 
your entire 
programme, 
your perception 
of seasonality 
and creativity 
change”


